SENATE ACTION (QUORUM)

Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A BRIGADIER GENERAL IN THE NEW JERSEY AIR NATIONAL GUARD:
Colonel Ronald B. Turk, of Haymarket, Virginia.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT:
Gary Sondermeyer, of Langhorne, PA, to replace the Honorable Jack Whitman.
Michael S. Keszler, Esq., of West Long Branch.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ESSEX COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Everett M. Johnson, Esq., CPA, of Newark.
James R. Matarazzo, Jr., of North Caldwell.
Peter Guy Stewart, Esq., of Caldwell, to replace Catherine Willis.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MORRIS COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Bernard J. Tyson, of Parsippany.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY ADVISORY COUNCIL ON END-OF-LIFE CARE:
David Barile, M.D., of Princeton.
Debra L. Wentz, Ph.D., of Hopewell Borough.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CITY UNIVERSITY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Tung-Lung Steven Chang, of Livingston.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CULTURAL TRUST BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
G. Geoffrey Cromarty, Ed.D, of Lambertville, to replace Peter G. Chen, Esq., CPA.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY MARITIME PILOT AND DOCKING PILOT COMMISSION:
Charles E. Stapleton, of Annandale.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY OFFICE ON MINORITY AND MULTICULTURAL HEALTH ADVISORY COMMISSION:
Denise V. Rodgers, M.D., of Montclair.
Tammeisha D. Smith, of Knowlton, to replace Jose Ramos, resigned.
Diana L. Zita, of Hamilton, to replace Geetha R. Ghai, Ph.D., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PALISADES INTERSTATE PARK COMMISSION:
Honorable Steven B. Harz, Esq., of Fort Lee, to replace Kevin J. Collins, Esq., resigned.
Honorable Sophie Heymann, of Closter, to replace David Kasparian.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Gary Montroy, of Mahwah.
George Ruotolo, Jr., CFRE, of Cliffside Park.
David G. Schlussel, of Teaneck.
Bartholomew J. Talamini, of Ocean Township.
Susan Anisfield Vallario, Esq., of Upper Saddle River.
Sharlene S. Vichness, of Roseland, to replace Peter McBride.
Nominations Reported from Committee : (cont’d)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE SOUTH JERSEY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY:
Honorable Joseph Ripa, of Voorhees.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING COMMISSION:
Tresa Duda, of Hawthorne.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE FARMLAND EVALUATION COMMITTEE:
Ann M. Dorsett, of Woolwich Township.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE WARREN COUNTY BOARD OF TAXATION:
Darryl W. Malcolm, of Columbia.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE WILLIAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Michael A. Seeve, of Upper Montclair.

TO BE THE COMMISSIONER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION:
David C. Hespe, Esq., of Montgomery Township, to replace Christopher D. Cerf, resigned.

TO BE THE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF INSURANCE:
Peter L. Hart, of Haddonfield, to replace Douglas A. Wheeler, Esq., resigned.

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

SJR65   Sweeney,S  Common Sense Housing Invest. Act-pass

Bills Introduced:

S2616   Allen,D  Career and Tech. Ed. Comm.-creates  REF SED
S2631   Van Drew,J  Substance use disorder-invol. commitment  REF SHH
S2632   O'Toole,K  Electric pub. util. operations-concerns  REF SEG
S2633   Turner,S  HS student-estab community svc cred prog  REF SED
S2634   Turner,S  UEZ sales-tax-concerns  REF SEG
S2635   Beach,J  Disab. vets, qual. wages-concerns  REF SMV
S2636   Beach,J  Disab. vet./caregiver-finan. planning  REF SMV
S2637   Bucco,A.R.  Stun guns-remove proh. on possession  REF SLP
S2638   Singer,R  Arrowhead ammunition-reg. sale  REF SLP
S2639   Holzapfel,J  Vessels, cert.-req. liability insur.  REF SCM
S2640   Madden,F  Caregiver Task-force-estab.  REF SHH
S2641   Addiego,D  Student database-incl. mil.-connected id  REF SED
S2644   Vitale,J/Codey,R  Resid substance use fac-bed availability  REF SHH
S2645   Scutari,N  False Claims Act-provisions retroactive  REF SJU
S2647   Sarlo,P  Hackensack Meadowlands Consolidation Act  REF SCU
S2649   Turner,S/Greenstein,L  Police Body Camera Task Force-estab.  REF SLP
SCR152  Holzapfel,J  Sandy flood insur. claimsinvestigate  REF SCM
SCR153  Holzapfel,J  Sandy flood insur. claimsinvestigate  REF SCM
SJR63   Van Drew,J Men's Health Awareness Mo-design November  REF SHH

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A3391   Aca (1R)  Johnson,G/Prieto,V  Sheriff's off. reemp. list-estab.  REP
A3493   Johnson,G/Mainor,C+1  Police, cert ed instlt-adopt policy/proc  REP
ACR128  Slender,L/Green,J  N Plainfield Somerset Co-assign ZIP code  REP
S366    Sweeney,S/Kyrillos,J  Casino fac., small-scale-modify req.  REP
S685    Lesniak,R/Whelan,J  Voter serve as messenger-reduces number  REP
S903    Sca (1R)  Holzapfel,J  Betsy's Law-animal supervision after hrs  REP/SCA
S939    Sca (1R)  Baileman,C/Bucco,A.R.+8  Black Swallowtail butterfly-St butterfly  REP/SCA
S1447   Sca (1R)  Greenstein,L  Law off. info-proh cert internet posting  REP/SCA
S2250   Sca (1R)  Barnes,P/Greenstein,L  Small bus. job creation acct. prog-estab  REP/SCA
S2364   Sca (1R)  Gill,N/Weinberg,L  Fed prop surplus-loc law enforcement use  REP/SCA
S2365   Gill,N/Weinberg,L  Mil equip surplus-loc law enforcement  REP
S2438   Codey,R/Van Drew,J+2  St. songs; desig. five  REP
S2469   Sacco,N  Sheriff's off. reemp. list-estab.  REP
S2489   Sca (1R)  Sweeney,S/Whelan,J  Bldg./hwy. infrastructure proj.-concerns  REP/SCA
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading: (cont’d)

S2514    Barnes,P    Alco. bev lic-permits amusement game lic   REP
S2564    Greenstein,L/Weinberg,L    Police, cert ed insti-adopt policy/proc   REP
S2626    Whelan,J    Simulcast races-casino negotiate price   REP
S2649 Sca (1R)    Turner,S/Greenstein,L    Police Body Camera Task Force-estab.   REP/SCA
SCR86    Scutari,N    N Plainfield Somerset Co-assign ZIP code   REP
SJR62    Whelan,J/Oroho,S    Elections Tech Study Comm-create 13 memb   REP

Bills Referred/SBA:

S685    Lesniak,R/Whelan,J    Voter serve as messenger-reduces number

Bills Transferred:

S2648    Sweeney,S    Rutgers bd. of trustees-reduces memb. FROM SHI TO SBA

Co-Sponsors Added:

S261 (Holzapfel,J;Vitale,J)    Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate
S382 (Lesniak,R)    Death with Dignity Act
S533 (Sarlo ,P)   Certificates of Insur. Act
S1778 (Weinberg,L)    Sexual Assault Victim’s Bill of Rights
S2485 (Bateman,C)    Religious entities-proh. cert. practices
S2564 (Rice,R)    Police, cert ed insti-adopt policy/proc

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S2540 (Weinberg,L)    Stalking-concerns electronic monitoring
S2642 (Van Drew,J)    UEZ sales tax-concerns
S2643 (Rice,R)    Red light camera prog.-estab. in DOT
S2648 (Lesniak,R)    Rutgers bd. of trustees-reduces memb.

Note to the 6/9/2014 Digest:

Bills Introduced:

S2143    VanDrew,J    Prop-time period for adverse possession.   REF SCU ‘NOT’ SJU

Notes to the 12/8/2014 Digest:

Bills Introduced:

S2648    Sweeney,S    Rutgers bd. of trustees-reduces memb.   REF SHI

Bills Referred/SBA:

A945    Singleton,T/Watson Coleman,B+9    Responsible Fatherhood-estab. council
A3225    Singleton,T/Rible,D+9    Chiropractic assist.-prov. lic.
S296 Sca (1R)    Rice,R    Foreclosure Mediation Act
S1195    Vitale,J/Allen,D+6    Sex change-revise birth cert. procedure
S2333    Sweeney,S    Chiropractic assist.-prov. lic.
S2343    Bucco,A.R.    Child care subsidy-concerns
S2402    Rice,R    Responsible Fatherhood-estab. council
S2442    Kean,T/Sarlo,P+1    Innovation, Research Fellowship Prog.

Bills Transferred:

S2551 Permit Extension Act of 2008-extend FROM SCU TO SBA
**Bills Recommitted:**

S861 Sca (1R)  Vitale,J/Sacco,N  NJTA-study rest area rev generating svcs  RCM STR

**Co-Prime Sponsors Added:**

S2572 Sca (1R)  (Whelan,J)  Casino Prop. Taxation Stabilization Act
S2573 (Whelan,J)  Casino-prov. emp.w/health care benf.
S2574 (Whelan,J)  St. sch. aid, cert. dist.-concerns
S2575 Sca (1R)  (Whelan,J)  Casino investment alter. tax-concerns
S2576 (Whelan,J)  AC Alliance-remove provisions of law

The Senate adjourned the December 8, 2014 Quorum at 3:55 P.M. on Tuesday, December 9, 2014.

The Senate adjourned at 2:40 PM on December 12, 2014. The Senate will meet again on Monday, December 15, 2014 (SESSION/Committees at the Call of the Senate President).

**ASSEMBLY ACTION (QUORUM)**

**Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:**

ACR216  Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R  Corp. inversions-urge Cong. to stop

**Bills Introduced:**

A3620  Schaefer,G/Singleton,T  St. budget-rev. forecasting  REF ABU
A3956  Lampitt,P/Greenwald,L  Achieving a Better Life Experience prog.  REF AHU
A3957  Schepisi,H/Auth,R  R.17, Ramsey-Staff Sergeant T.McGill Hwy  REF ATR
A3958  Wimberly,B  Emp. practices, cert.-proh.  REF ALA
A3959  Eustace,T/Johnson,G  Central mun. courts-concerns  REF AJU
A3960  Eustace,T/Johnson,G  Sheriff's officer-enforce mv laws  REF ALP
A3961  Vainieri Huttle,V  Internet software-concerns St. contracts  REF ASL
A3962  Vainieri Huttle,V  St. council on the Arts-concerns memb.  REF ATG
A3963  Vainieri Huttle,V  Suppl Nutrition Assist Prog-prov receipt  REF AHU
A3964  Spencer,L/Caputo,R  Red light camera prog.-estab. in DOT  REF ATR
A3965  Conaway,H  Medication drop-off receptacles-concerns  REF AHE
A3966  DeAngelo,W  Library Constr. Bond Act  REF ASL
A3967  Andrejeiczak,B/Lagana,J+2  Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act  REF AMV
A3968  Brown,C.J./Rodriguez-Gregg,M  Pub. util. priority svc.-req. for sch.  REF ATU
A3969  Prieto,V  Hackensack Meadowlands Consolidation Act  REF ABU
A3970  Prieto,V  Co. voc. sch. dist sch fac proj-concerns  REF AED
A3971  Mazzeo,V/Andrejeiczak,B  Mort. foreclosure-extend post-mil. prot.  REF AMV
A3972  Mazzeo,V/Burzichelli,J  Simulcast races-casino negotiate price  REF ATG
A3973  Mazzeo,V  Pleasantville-elig. pinelands devel cred  REF AEN
A3974  Vainieri Huttle,V  Animal sale, care, training-estab.  REF ARP
A3975  Vainieri Huttle,V  Individuals w/devel. disb-proh transfer  REF AHU
A3976  Vainieri Huttle,V  Suppl Nutrition Assist Prog-ensure benf.  REF AHU
A3977  McGuirkin,G+1  Animal restraint-estab. offense  REF AAN
A3978  McGuirkin,G+1  Police-concerns vet. age qual.  REF AMV
A3979  Clifton,R  Omnibus driv.-inspect bus, disab person  REF ATR
A3980  Kean,S  Real Prop Assess Demo Prog-participation  REF ASL
ACR213  McGuirkin,G+1  Sandy flood insur. claimsinvestigate  REF AFI
ACR214  McGuirkin,G+1  Sandy flood insur. claimsinvestigate  REF AFI
AJR89  Diegman,P  Pediatric Autoimmune Disorder-October 9  REF AHE
AR189  Fiocchi,S+6  Loc. bus. and org.-NJ resid. support  REF ACE
AR190  Mosquera,G  CPR, first aid-certify teachers  REF AED
AR191  Stender,L/McKeon,J+2  Pilgrim Pipeline proj.-oppose  REF ASL
AR192  Mazzeo,V/Andrejeiczak,B  Natl. Emerg. Grant-workforce training  REF ALA
Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

A394 Aca (1R)  Bucco,A.M.,McHose,A+2  Bow hunting, fed. mil installations-auth   REP/ACA
A1042  Schauer,G,McKeon,J+8  Autism Website-estab.  REP
A1662 Acs (ACS)  Johnson,G,Lagana,J+1  ID theft-expungement of cert. records  REP/ACS
A1815 Aca (1R)  Wilson,G,Tucker,C  Expungement Waiting Period Study Comm.  REP/ACA
A1855  Lampitt,P,Schauer,G+7  Caregiver's Assistance Act  REP
A2399 Aca (1R)  Benson,D,Lagana,J  Local Pub Contracts-auth electronic bid  REP/ACA
A2405 Aca (1R)  Cryan,J  Clean Veh. Task Force-estab.  REP/ACA
A2580 Aca (1R)  Mukherji,R,Pintor Marin,E+1  Green bldg. proj.-concerns applications  REP/ACA
A2936 Aca (1R)  Mosquera,G,Lampitt,P  Guardianship complaint-concerns  REP/ACA
A3037/2547/3596/2422 Acs (ACS)  Andrzejczak,B,Mukherji,R  Animal fighting laws-revises  REP/ACS
A3043  Space,P,DeAngelo,W+3  Prevailing wage pub. work proj.-auth.  REP
A3044  Space,P,DeAngelo,W+3  Prevailing wage work-disseminate info.  REP
A3059 Acs/ACA (ACS/1R)  Egan,J,Benson,D  Vet/mil use id to gain access  REP/ACA
A3111  Singleton,T,Schauer,G  Gov. budget message-incl fiscal analyses  REP
A3220  Schauer,G,Garcia,C  Mosquito control reserve fd.-co. estab.  REP
A3403 Aca (1R)  Gusciora,R,Delorenzi,J  Work comp.-clarifies cruelty  REP
A3588 Aca (1R)  Gusciora,C,O'Donnell,J  Animal piercing-clarifies cruelty  REP/ACA
A3617 Aca (1R)  Schauer,G,Johnson,G  Student finan assit prog-concerns  REP/ACA
A3620  Schauer,G,Singleton,T  St. budget.rev. forecasting  REP
A3628 Aca (1R)  Greenwald,L,Keane,D  Water Infrastructure Prot. Act  REP/ACA
A3630 Acs (ACS)  Spencer,L  Sr. citiz. resid. death-notify next-of-kid  REP/ACS
A3655  Vainieri Hultle,V,Lagana,J  Domestic viol. victim-prov. lease prot.  REP
A3666  Mazzeo,V,Eustace,T+1  Disaster Victims Prot. Act  REP
A3698 McKeon,J  Retir obligation-concern local borrowing  REP
A3753  Lampitt,P  Newborn insur. coverage-notify parents  REP
A3765/3586/3401/3755/3751/3906/3854 Acs (ACS)  Lagana,J,McKeon,J  Trans. network companies-maintain insur.  REP/ACS
A3772  Mazzeo,V,Schauer,G+3  Pol contrib, by money manager-report fee  REP
A3813  Coughlin,C,Lampitt,P  Cyber-harassment-domestic viol. statute  REP
A3833  Quijano,A,Vainieri Hultle,V  Whistleblower-extends protection  REP
A3834  Lampitt,P,Vainieri Hultle,V  Child and Family Suicide Prev. Act  REP
A3846  Cryan,J,Lagana,J  Domestic viol. crimm. trespass-concerns  REP
A3951 Aca (1R)  Prieto,V+1  Angelie's Law-exempts cert. veh.  REP/ACA
A3963  Vainieri Hultle,V  Suppl Nutrition Assist Prog-prov receipt  REP
A3976  Vainieri Hultle,V  Suppl Nutrition Assist Prog-ensure benf.  REP
ACR149 Aca (1R)  Benson,D,Conaway,H+17  Limited const. revocation-apply to Cong.  REP/ACA
ACR158 Aca (1R)  Mazzeo,V,Sumter,S  AC airport workers-PANYNJ incr. min wage  REP/ACA
ACR179  Pinkin,N,Diegnan,P  Bus svc.-prov. in Boro of Helmetta  REP
ACR191  Stender,L,Green,J+1  Rahway Riv Basin flood risk study-finish  REP
AR144 Wilson,G,McHose,A+3  Gold Star Mothers Appreciation Month  REP
AR129 Aca (1R)  Munoz,N,McHose,A+1  US Cadet Nurse Corps Day-desig July 1  REP/ACA
AR158 Aca (1R)  Mazzeo,V  Mil. constr. proj.-Cong. auth. spending  REP/ACA
AR175 Garcia,C,Tucker,C+1  Suppl. Nutrition Assist-incr. processing  REP
AR191  Stender,L,McKeon,J+2  Pilgrim Pipeline proj.-oppose  REP
AR192  Mazzeo,V,Andrzejczak,B  Natl. Emerg. Grant-workforce training  REP
AR193 Aca (1R)  Eustace,T,Andrzejczak,B  Food donation deduct, charitable-enhance  REP/ACA
S374 Scuari,N,Becch,J  Worker's comp. awards-concern atty. fees  REP
S1414 Aca (1R)  Smith,B,Bateman,C+1  Clean Veh. Task Force-estab.  REP/ACA
S1811 SCS/2R  Sweeney,N,O'Toole,K+9  Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods  REP/ACA
S2115  Van Drew,J,Orsillo,S+1  Mosquito control reserve fd.-co. estab.  REP
S2430 Turner,S,Barnes,F+1  Pol contrib, by money manager-report fee  REP

Bills Reported Referred/AAP:

AR051/13/17/2707/3568/3401  Joseph,A,Scot.,A+1  Fire, safety, prev.-incr. costs  REP/ACA
A1284 Aca (1R)  Benson,D,Conaway,H+17  Limited const. revocation-apply to Cong.  REP/ACA
A1307 Aca (1R)  Benson,D,Conaway,H+17  Limited const. revocation-apply to Cong.  REP/ACA
A1316 Aca (1R)  Gusciora,R,Singleton,T+1  Crim records, cert-automatic expungement  REP/ACS
A1317  Schauer,G,McKeon,J+8  Autism Website-estab.  REP
A1328 Aca (1R)  Gusciora,R,Singleton,T+1  Strangulation-aggravated assault  REP/ACA
A1349 Aca (1R)  DeAngelis,W,McHose,A+17  Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate  REP/ACA
A1351  Coughlin,C,Wisniewski,J+1  MV-estab electronic lien, titling system  REP/ACA
A1355  Wilson,G,Tucker,C  Mil. leave benf., cert.-expands  REP/ACA
A1360 Aca (1R)  Mazzeo,V  Mainland Memoriam Act-graduated driv lic  REP/ACA
A1365 Aca (1R)  Singleton,T,DeAngelo,W+3  Prevailing wage pub. work proj.-auth.  REP
A1366  Vainieri Hultle,V  Suppl Nutrition Assist Prog-prov receipt  REP
A1367  Vainieri Hultle,V  Suppl Nutrition Assist Prog-ensure benf.  REP
A1368  Schauer,G,Singleton,T  St. budget.rev. forecasting  REP
A1369  Gusciora,R,Singleton,T+1  Expungement Waiting Period Study Comm.  REP/ACA
A1370  Lampitt,P,McKeon,J+8  Caregiver's Assistance Act  REP
A1371  Benson,D,Lagana,J  Local Pub Contracts-auth electronic bid  REP/ACA
A1372  Anderson,J,Rutman,J  Pol contrib, by money manager-report fee  REP
A1374  Coughlin,C,Wisniewski,J+1  MV-estab electronic lien, titling system  REP/ACA
A1375  Wilson,G,Tucker,C  Mil. leave benf., cert.-expands  REP/ACA
A1378  Gusciora,R,Singleton,T  Crim records, cert-automatic expungement  REP/ACS
A1380  Schauer,G,McKeon,J+8  Autism Website-estab.  REP
Bills Combined:

- A471 Green, J/Watson Coleman, B+1 Drug court completion-auto. expungement COMB/W A206/1663/2879/3060/3108 (ACS)
- A1663 Johnson, G/Giblin, T+2 Expungement, cert. records-concerns COMB/W A206/471/2879/3060/3108 (ACS)
- A2422 Dancer, R/Webber, J Minor at animal fight-estab. civil penal COMB/W A3037/2547/3596 (ACS)
- A2547 Garcia, C/Jimenez, A+3 Animal fighting-creates new offense COMB/W A3037/3596/2422 (ACS)
- A2879 Spencer, L Sentencing-auth. courts to waive fees COMB/W A206/471/1663/3060/3108 (ACS)
- A3060 Mainor, C/Wimberly, B Crime expungement-concerns COMB/W A206/471/1663/2879/3108 (ACS)
- A3108 Gusciora, R/McHose, A+2 Disorderly person-permit expungement COMB/W A206/471/1663/2879/3060 (ACS)
- A3401 Mainor, C/Jimenez, A Passenger trans. companies-reg. COMB/W A3765/3586/3755/3751/3906/3854 ACS
- A3586 Singleton, T/Mukherji, R Passenger transp. companies-estab permit COMB/W A206/3401/3755/3751/3906/3854 ACS
- A3596 Munoz, N/Lagana, J Dog fighting-estab. crime COMB/W A206/3586/2879/3108 (ACS)
- A3751 McKeon, J Auto. insur. coverage, cert.-concerns COMB/W A3765/3586/3401/3755/3906/3854 ACS
- A3755 Spencer, L Passenger transp. companies-concerns COMB/W A3765/3586/3401/3751/3906/3854 ACS
- A3854 Wisniewski, J Transp. network co-make cert disclosures COMB/W A3765/3586/3401/3755/3906 ACS
- A3906 Coughlin, C Trans. network companies-reg. w/MVC COMB/W A3765/3586/3401/3755/3906 ACS
- A3083 Acs (ACS) Diegnan, P/Moriarty, P+4 Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale
- A3423 Sa (1R) Burzichelli, J/Riley, C+3 Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns

Bills Given First Reading w/Governor's Recommendation:

- A3083 Acs (ACS) Diegnan, P/Moriarty, P+4 Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale
- A3423 Sa (1R) Burzichelli, J/Riley, C+3 Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns

Bills Given Second Reading w/Governor's Recommendation:

- A3083 Acs w/GR (ACS/1R) Diegnan, P/Moriarty, P+4 Microbeads, cert. products-proh. sale
- A3423 Sa w/GR (2R) Burzichelli, J/Riley, C+3 Hosp. transactions, cert.-concerns

Bills Transferred:

- A3617 Aca (1R) Schaer, G/Johnson, G Student finan assist prog-concerns FROM AHI TO ABU
- S1811 ScsSaAca (SCS/2R) Sweeney, S/O'Toole, K+9 Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods FROM AAP TO ABU

Co-Sponsors Added:

- A394 Aca (1R) (Fiocchi, S) Bow hunting, fed. mil installations-auth
- A814 (Fuentes, A) Naturopathic Doctors Lic. Act
- A1029 AcaAa (2R) (Spencer, L) Sch bus driv train-special need students
- A1109 Acs (ACS) (Mukherji, R; Benson, D) Stephen Komninou's Law-devel. disab. prot
- A1485 (Danielsen, J; Gove, D) Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate
- A1663 (Diegnan, P) Expungement, cert. records-concerns
- A1751 (Angelini, M) Vet. prop. tax deductions-extend elig
- A1985 (Burzichelli, J) Credit card-fuel dealers not responsible
- A2459 Aca (1R) (Wilson, G) Copper-based landline svc.-moratorium
- A2924 AcaAa (2R) (Diegnan, P) Income tax refunds-make direct deposit
- A2925 AcaAaAa (3R) (Diegnan, P) Modernize disbursement pymnts-allows
- A3175 Aca (1R) (Spencer, L) Emerg. shelters-post inspection reports
- A3211 (Diegnan, P) MV-estab electronic lien, titling system
- A3293 (DeAngelo, W) Beach tags-vet/mil use id to gain access
- A3306 Aca (1R) (Eustace, T) Cats or dogs purch.-estab. addl. req.
- A3497 (O'Scanlon, D) Consumer Fraud Act-revives
- A3676 (Mosquera, G) Homestead benef.-concerns distrib. timing
- A3684 Aca (1R) (Diegnan, P) AG website-concerns cert. posted info.
- A3756 (Ciattarelli, J) Fatal accident involving police-review
- A3951 Aca (1R) (Fiocchi, S) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act
- A3957 (Wolfe, D) Animal restraint-estab. offense
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3978   (Wolfe,D)   Police-concerns vet. age qual.
ACR213 (Wolfe,D)   Sandy flood insur. claimsinvestigate
ACR214 (Wolfe,D)   Sandy flood insur. claimsinvestigate
AJR44   (Diegnan,P; Gove,D)   Gold Star Mothers Appreciation Month
AR129 Aca (1R)   (Gove,D)   US Cadet Nurse Corps Day-desig July 1
AR175   (DeAngelo,W) Suppl. Nutrition Assist-incr. processing
AR189   (Handlin,A; Vainieri Huttle, V; Giblin,T; Rible,D; Munoz,N)   Loc. bus. and org.-NJ resid. support
AR191   (Diegnan,P; Munoz,N)   Pilgrim Pipeline proj-oppose

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A394 Aca (1R)   (Space,P)    Bow hunting, fed. mil installations-auth
A3059 AcsAca (ACS/1R)   (Brown,C.J.)    Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A394 Aca (1R)   (Space,P)    Bow hunting, fed. mil installations-auth
A1302   (Andrzejczak,B)    Winter celebrations in pub. sch.-allows
A3037/2547/3596/ 2422 Acs (ACS)   (Mukherji,R)    Animal fighting laws-revises
A3381 (Spencer,L)   Animal cruelty-expand to include theft
A3834   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Child and Family Suicide Prev. Act
A3881   (Rumana,S) Anhydrous ammonia-elim. operator lic.
ACR158 Aca (1R)   (Sumter,S)    AC airport workers-PANYNJ incr. min wage

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A984 Aca (1R)   (Wilson,G)    Evidence tampering, cert.-enhance penal.
A1186   (Gusciorea,R) Betsy's Law-concerns animal boarding
A2933   (Eustace,T) Telemarketing calls, mobile devices-proh
A2961 (Spencer,L) Anti-freeze, bittering agent-concern use
A3343   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Nursing home resid.-desig, beneficiary
A3541 (Vainieri Huttle,V) MV ownership transfer-revise procedures
A3596 (Mukherji,R) Dog fighting-estab. crime
A3636 (Spencer,L) Marital, civil union privilege-exception
A3659 (Quijano,A) Sexual assault higher ed-post on website
A3684 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) AG website-concerns cert. posted info.
A3913   (Clifton,R) Burglary of resid.-2nd degree crime
A3915   (Conaway,H) Prop. tax reimb. elig. req.-revises
AR129 Aca (1R)   (DeAngelo,W) US Cadet Nurse Corps Day-desig July 1
AR191   (Jasey,M) Pilgrim Pipeline proj-oppose

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A201   (Spencer,L) Animal abuse-court issue prot. order
A991   (Spencer,L) Animal owner-estab mand min imprisonment
A1023 Aca (1R) (Spencer,L) Animal cruelty viol-concerns housing
A1102 (Spencer,L) Dementia care homes-prov. lic.
A2204 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Restaurants, w/o liquor lic.-BYOB ads
A2305 w/GR (1R) (Spencer,L) Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules
A2547 (Mukherji,R) Animal fighting-creates new offense
A2659 (Jasey,M) Sex change-revise birth cert. procedure
A3813 (Benson,D) Cyber-harassment-domestic viol. statute
A3821 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Consolidated Assist Support Sys-concerns
A3836   (Wilson,G) Assaults on law enforcement off.-upgrade
A3913 (Dancer,R) Burglary of resid.-2nd degree crime
A3967 (Johnson,G) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil. Act
AJR44 (Tucker,C) Gold Star Mothers Appreciation Month
AR129 Aca (1R)   (Tucker,C) US Cadet Nurse Corps Day-desig July 1
AR192 (Sumter,S) Natl. Emerg. Grant-workforce training
Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1485 (Andrzejczak,B) Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate
A2118 Aa (1R) (Spencer,L) Higher ed instit, sexual assault-line
A2709 (Spencer,L) Gold Alert Sys.-estab.
A3617 Aca (1R) (Mukherji,R) Student finan assist prog-concerns
A3813 (Vainieri Huttle,V) Cyber-harassment-domestic viol. statute
A3836 (Bucco,A.M.) Assaults on law enforcement off.-upgrade
A3914 (Quijano,A) Vet. motorcycle-estab. special lic plate
A3967 (Benson,D) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil Act
AR188 (Wisniewski,J) Mortgage Forgiveness Debt Act-extend
AR193 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Food donation deduct, charitable-enhance

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3967 (Gove,D) Tuition Equality for Amer. Mil Act

Notes to the 12/4/2014 Digest:

Co-Sponsors Added:
A3851 Aca (1R) (Fiocchi,S; Simon,D) Customer & gas suppliers-impose standard

Third Prime Sponsors Added:
A3837 (Rodriguez-Gregg,M) Mortgage recording-concerns

The Assembly adjourned at 7:11 P.M. to meet again on Monday, December 15, 2014 (SESSION/Committees at the Call of the Speaker).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (12/8/14):

P.L.2014, c.77. A2603 Diegnan,P/Webber,J+3 12/11/2014 Corp. agents-concerns indemnification
P.L.2014, c.78. A2717 Aa (1R) Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+10 12/11/2014 Devel disab-one-time application for svc